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God and the Cosmos Apr 22 2022 Theologian Harry Lee Poe and chemist Jimmy H. Davis argue that God's interaction with
our world is a possibility affirmed equally by the Bible and the contemporary scientific record. Rather than confirming that the
cosmos is closed to the actions of the divine, advancing scientific knowledge seems to indicate that the nature of the universe is
actually open to the unique type of divine activity portrayed in the Bible.
The Story of the Cosmos Jun 12 2021 Unraveling the Mysteries of the Universe What do you see when you gaze at the night
sky? Do you contemplate the stars as the random result of an evolutionary process? Or do you marvel over them as a testament
of the Creator’s glory? Modern science has popularized a view of the cosmos that suggests there is no need for God and denies
any evidence of His existence. But The Story of the Cosmos provides a different—and fascinating—perspective. It points to a
God who makes Himself known in the wonder and beauty of His creation. This compilation from respected scholars and experts
spans topics from “The Mathematical Creation and the Image of God” to “The Glorious Dance of Binary Stars” and “God’s
Invisible Attributes—Black Holes.” Contributors include Dr. William Lane Craig, Dr. Guillermo Gonzalez, Dr. Melissa Cain
Travis, and Dr. Michael Ward. Come, take a deeper look at the universe…and explore the traces of God’s glory in the latest
discoveries of astronomy, science, literature, and art.
The Human Cosmos Aug 22 2019 A Best Book of 2020 NPR A Best Book of 2020 The Economist A Top Ten Best Science
Book of 2020 Smithsonian A Best Science & Technology Book of 2020 Library Journal A Must-Read Book to Escape the
Chaos of 2020 Newsweek Starred review Booklist Starred review Publishers Weekly An historically unprecedented disconnect
between humanity and the heavens has opened. Jo Marchant's book can begin to heal it. For at least 20,000 years, we have led
not just an earthly existence but a cosmic one. Celestial cycles drove every aspect of our daily lives. Our innate relationship with
the stars shaped who we are--our art, religious beliefs, social status, scientific advances, and even our biology. But over the last
few centuries we have separated ourselves from the universe that surrounds us. It's a disconnect with a dire cost. Our
relationship to the stars and planets has moved from one of awe, wonder and superstition to one where technology is king--the
cosmos is now explored through data on our screens, not by the naked eye observing the natural world. Indeed, in most
countries modern light pollution obscures much of the night sky from view. Jo Marchant's spellbinding parade of the ways
different cultures celebrated the majesty and mysteries of the night sky is a journey to the most awe inspiring view you can ever
see--looking up on a clear dark night. That experience and the thoughts it has engendered have radically shaped human
civilization across millennia. The cosmos is the source of our greatest creativity in art, in science, in life. To show us how, Jo
Marchant takes us to the Hall of the Bulls in the caves at Lascaux in France, and to the summer solstice at a 5,000-year-old tomb
at New Grange in Ireland. We discover Chumash cosmology and visit medieval monks grappling with the nature of time and
Tahitian sailors navigating by the stars. We discover how light reveals the chemical composition of the sun, and we are with
Einstein as he works out that space and time are one and the same. A four-billion-year-old meteor inspires a search for
extraterrestrial life. The cosmically liberating, summary revelation is that star-gazing made us human.

Cosmos & Hearth Dec 06 2020 In a volume that represents the culmination of his life's work in considering the relationship
between culture and landscape, Tuan argues that "cosmos" and "hearth" are two scales that anchor what it means to be fully and
happily human. Hearth is our house and neighborhood, family and kinfolk, habit and custom. Cosmos, by contrast, is the larger
reality - world, civilization, and humankind. Tuan addresses the extraordinary revival of interest in the hearth in recent decades,
examining both the positive and negative effects of this renewed concern. Among the beneficent outcomes has been a revival of
ethnic culture and sense of place. Negative repercussions abound, however, manifested as an upsurge in superstition, excessive
pride in ancestry and custom, and a constricted worldview that when taken together can inflame local passions, leading at times
to violent conflict - from riots in U.S. cities to wars in the Balkans. In Cosmos and Hearth, Tuan takes the position that we need
to embrace both the sublime and the humble, drawing what is valuable from each. Illustrating the importance of both cosmos
and hearth with examples from his country of birth, China, and from his home of the past forty years, the United States, Tuan
proposes a revised conception of culture, the "cosmopolitan hearth," that has the coziness but not the narrowness and bigotry of
the traditional hearth. Tuan encourages not only being thoroughly grounded in one's own culture but also the embracing of
curiosity about the world. Optimistic and deeply human, Cosmos and Hearth lays out a path to being "at home in the cosmos."
The Household and the War for the Cosmos Feb 08 2021 Your household is not just a shelter from a war zone; it is the
command center from where you launch your attacks. It's this vision of the world, with the Christian family at the heart, that
modern parents desperately need to recover.
Picturing the Cosmos May 11 2021 Picturing the Cosmos elucidates the complex relationship between visual propaganda and
censorship in the Soviet Union in the Cold War period, focusing on the 1950s and 1960s. Drawing from a comprehensive corpus
of rarely seen photographs and other visual phenomena narrating the Soviet Union’s 1957 victory in the ‘Race for Space’, the
author illustrates the media’s role in cementing the way for Communism whilst retaining top-secret information. Each photo is
examined as a deliberate, functioning part of a specific political, ideological and historical situation that helped to anchor the
otherwise abstract political and intellectual concepts of the future and modernization.
Cosmos Jan 19 2022 RETURNING TO TELEVISION AS AN ALL-NEW MINISERIES ON FOX Cosmos is one of the
bestselling science books of all time. In clear-eyed prose, Sagan reveals a jewel-like blue world inhabited by a life form that is
just beginning to discover its own identity and to venture into the vast ocean of space. Cosmos retraces the fourteen billion years
of cosmic evolution that have transformed matter into consciousness, exploring such topics as the origin of life, the human
brain, Egyptian hieroglyphics, spacecraft missions, the death of the Sun, the evolution of galaxies, and the forces and individuals
who helped to shape modern science. Praise for Cosmos “Magnificent . . . With a lyrical literary style, and a range that touches
almost all aspects of human knowledge, Cosmos often seems too good to be true.”—The Plain Dealer “Sagan is an astronomer
with one eye on the stars, another on history, and a third—his mind’s—on the human condition.”—Newsday “Brilliant in its
scope and provocative in its suggestions . . . shimmers with a sense of wonder.”—The Miami Herald “Sagan dazzles the mind
with the miracle of our survival, framed by the stately galaxies of space.”—Cosmopolitan “Enticing . . . iridescent . . .
imaginatively illustrated.”—The New York Times Book Review NOTE: This edition does not include images.
Cosmos and Psyche Sep 03 2020 From a philosopher whose magisterial history of Western thought was praised by Joseph
Campbell and Huston Smith comes a brilliant new book that traces the connection between cosmic cycles and archetypal
patterns of human experience. Drawing on years of research and on thinkers from Plato to Jung, Richard Tarnas explores the
planetary correlations of epochal events like the French Revolution, the two world wars, and September 11. Whether read as
astrology updated for the quantum age or as a contemporary classic of spirituality, Cosmos and Psyche is a work of immense
sophistication, deep learning, and lasting importance.
Mind, Value, and Cosmos Aug 14 2021 Mind, Value, and Cosmos: On the Relational Nature of Ultimacy is an investigation
into the nature of ultimacy and explanation, particularly as it relates to the status of, and relationship among Mind, Value, and
the Cosmos. It draws its stimulus from longstanding “axianoetic” convictions as to the ultimate status of Mind and Value in the
western tradition of philosophical theology, and chiefly from the influential modern proposals of A.N. Whitehead, Keith Ward,
and John Leslie. What emerges is a relational theory of ultimacy wherein Mind and Value, Possibility and Actuality, God and
the World are revealed as “ultimate” only in virtue of their relationality. The ultimacy of relationality—what Whitehead calls
“mutual immanence”—uniquely illuminates enduring mysteries surrounding: any and all existence, necessary divine existence,
the nature of the possible, and the world as actual. As such, it casts fresh light upon the whence and why of God, the World, and
their ultimate presuppositions.
Calculating the Cosmos Aug 02 2020 Ian Stewart's up-to-the-minute guide to the cosmos moves from the formation of the Earth
and its Moon to the planets and asteroids of the solar system and from there out into the galaxy and the universe. He describes
the architecture of space and time, dark matter and dark energy, how galaxies form, why stars implode, how everything began,
and how it will end. He considers parallel universes, what forms extra-terrestrial life might take, and the likelihood of Earth
being hit by an asteroid. Mathematics, Professor Stewart shows, has been the driving force in astronomy and cosmology since
the ancient Babylonians. He describes how Kepler's work on planetary orbits led Newton to formulate his theory of gravity, and
how two centuries later irregularities in the motion of Mars inspired Einstein's theory of general relativity. In crystal-clear terms
he explains the fundamentals of gravity, spacetime, relativity and quantum theory, and shows how they all relate to each other.
Eighty years ago the discovery that the universe is expanding led to the Big Bang theory of its origins. This in turn led
cosmologists to posit features such as dark matter and dark energy. But does dark matter exist? Could another scientific
revolution be on the way to challenge current scientific orthodoxy? These are among the questions Ian Stewart raises in his
quest through the realms of astronomy and cosmology.
God and Cosmos in Stoicism Jan 27 2020 This is a collective study, in nine new essays, of the close connection between
theology and cosmology in Stoic philosophy. The Stoic god is best described as the single active physical principle that governs

the whole cosmos. The first part of the book covers three essential topics in Stoic theology: the active and demiurgical character
of god, his corporeal nature and irreducibility to matter, and fate as the network of causes through which god acts upon the
cosmos. The second part turns to Stoic cosmology, and how it relates to other cosmologies of the time. The third part examines
the ethical and religious consequences of the Stoic theories of god and cosmos.
The New Cosmos Mar 29 2020 A fascinating and spectacular exploration of the cosmos that provides readers with a definitive
view of the latest discoveries.
Conversations on Electric and Magnetic Fields in the Cosmos Nov 05 2020 Today's standard textbooks treat the theoretical
structure of electric and magnetic fields, but their emphasis is on electromagnetic radiation and static-electric and magnetic
fields. In this book, Eugene Parker provides advanced graduate students and researchers with a much-needed complement to
existing texts, one that discusses the dynamic electromagnetism of the cosmos--that is, the vast magnetic fields that are carried
bodily in the swirling ionized gases of stars and galaxies and throughout intergalactic space. Parker is arguably the world's
leading authority on solar wind and the effects of magnetic fields in the heliosphere, and his originality of thought and
distinctive approach to physics are very much in evidence here. Seeking to enrich discussions in standard texts and correct
misconceptions about the dynamics of these large-scale fields, Parker engages readers in a series of "conversations" that are at
times anecdotal and even entertaining without ever sacrificing theoretical rigor. The dynamics he describes represents the
Maxwell stresses of the magnetic field working against the pressure and inertia of the bulk motion of ionized gases,
characterized in terms of the magnetic field and gas velocity. Parker shows how this dynamic interaction cannot be fully
expressed in terms of the electric current and electric field. Conversations on Electric and Magnetic Fields in the Cosmos goes
back to basics to explain why classical hydrodynamics and magnetohydrodynamics are inescapable, even in the deepest reaches
of space.
What's Eating the Universe? Nov 24 2019 'Brilliant. You won't find a clearer, more engaging guide to what we know (or
would like to know) about the universe and how it is put together' Bill Bryson Celebrated physicist and global bestselling author
Paul Davies tells the story of the universe in thirty cosmological conundrums In the constellation of Eridanus there lurks a
cosmic mystery. It's as if something has taken a huge bite out of the universe, leaving a super-void. What could be the culprit? A
super massive black hole? Another, bigger universe? Or an expanding vacuum bubble, destined to envelop and annihilate
everything in existence? Scientists now understand the history of our universe better than the history of our own planet, but they
continue to uncover startling new riddles-the hole in the universe being just one. In this electrifying book, award-winning
physicist Paul Davies walks us through the puzzles and paradoxes that have preoccupied cosmologists from ancient Greece to
the present day. Laying bare the audacious research that has led us to mind-bending solutions, Davies reveals how we might
begin to approach the greatest outstanding enigmas of all.
Mind and Cosmos Jun 24 2022 To find more information about Rowman and Littlefield titles, please visit
www.rowmanlittlefield.com.
The Cosmos Explained Jul 13 2021 The Cosmos Explained is an exciting and beautifully designed book that charts the life of
our universe from the Big Bang to the present day and beyond. Starting with the moment of the Big Bang—at exactly one tenmillionth of a trillionth of a trillionth of a trillionth of a second—this book charts a history of space and time all the way through
the evolution of our solar system, the birth of stars and the formation of life on Earth, to the future of our galaxy and beyond.
With deeply insightful and fascinating text by Hayden Planetarium Associate Professor Charles Liu, who also hosts the
immensely popular StarTalk podcast, this book is an accessible and enthralling gateway into the mysteries of space, time and the
universe. Pinpoint exactly where you are in space and time using the timeline at the bottom of every page, and explore the
history of the cosmos and the science behind it through beautiful telescope images and striking illustrations. Packaged in a
unique retro design that reflects the 1960s cosmonaut era but still feels modern and relevant today, this title is as rich with
information as it is with stunning visualisations of the concepts and bodies detailed within. An ideal gift for anyone interested in
space or curious about the cosmos, The Cosmos Explained is a unique and entertaining timeline of life, the universe, and
everything!
The Intelligence of the Cosmos Jul 25 2022 From the cutting edge of science and living spirituality: a guide to understanding our
identity and purpose in the world • Outlines the new understanding of matter and mind coming to light at the cutting edge of
physics and consciousness research • Explains how we can evolve consciously, become connected with each other, and flourish
on this planet • Includes contributions from Maria Sagi, Kingsley L. Dennis, Emanuel Kuntzelman, Dawna Jones, Shamik
Desai, Garry Jacobs, and John R. Audette For the outdated mainstream paradigm the world is a giant mechanism functioning in
accordance with known and knowable laws and regularities. The new paradigm emerging in science offers a different concept:
The world is an interconnected, coherent whole, and it is informed by a cosmic intelligence. This is not a finite, mechanisticmaterial world. It is a consciousness-infused whole-system world. We are conscious beings who emerge and co-evolve as
complex, cosmic-intelligence in-formed vibrations in the Akashic Field of the universe. Ervin Laszlo and his collaborators from
the forefront of science, cosmology, and spirituality show how the re-discovery of who we are and why we are here integrates
seamlessly with the wisdom traditions as well as with the new emerging worldview in the sciences, revealing a way forward for
humanity on this planet. They explain how we have reached a point of critical incoherence and tell us that to save ourselves, our
environment, and society, we need a critical mass of people to consciously evolve a new thinking. Offering a guidepost to orient
this evolution, Laszlo examines the nature of consciousness in the universe, showing how our bodies and minds act as
transmitters of consciousness from the intelligence of the cosmos and how understanding science’s new concept of the world
enables us to re-discover our identity and our purpose in our world. With bold vision and forward thinking, Laszlo and his
contributors Maria Sagi, Kingsley L. Dennis, Emanuel Kuntzelman, Dawna Jones, Shamik Desai, Garry Jacobs, and John R.
Audette outline the new idea of the world and of ourselves in the world. They help us discover how we can overcome these

divisive times and blossom into a new era of peace, coherence, connection, and global wellbeing.
Mind and Cosmos Aug 26 2022 The modern materialist approach to life has conspicuously failed to explain such central mindrelated features of our world as consciousness, intentionality, meaning, and value. This failure to account for something so
integral to nature as mind, argues philosopher Thomas Nagel, is a major problem, threatening to unravel the entire naturalistic
world picture, extending to biology, evolutionary theory, and cosmology. Since minds are features of biological systems that
have developed through evolution, the standard materialist version of evolutionary biology is fundamentally incomplete. And
the cosmological history that led to the origin of life and the coming into existence of the conditions for evolution cannot be a
merely materialist history, either. An adequate conception of nature would have to explain the appearance in the universe of
materially irreducible conscious minds, as such. Nagel's skepticism is not based on religious belief or on a belief in any definite
alternative. In Mind and Cosmos, he does suggest that if the materialist account is wrong, then principles of a different kind may
also be at work in the history of nature, principles of the growth of order that are in their logical form teleological rather than
mechanistic. In spite of the great achievements of the physical sciences, reductive materialism is a world view ripe for
displacement. Nagel shows that to recognize its limits is the first step in looking for alternatives, or at least in being open to their
possibility.
Mindsteps to the Cosmos Nov 17 2021 Mindsteps to the Cosmos shows how modern global civilization depends on giant leaps
of understanding that have been made in the past. Science and technology have been inspired and formulated by the sky OCo
the cosmos in which we live. Human development could not have taken place on a cloud-shrouded planet. Mathematics was
invented to track the movements of the sun, moon and stars even though back then these were thought to be gods. The space
program has taken us beyond the earth, and satellite systems are exploring to the ends of the visible universe. This book
provides the reader with algorithms to construct personal computer programs for finding the position of the moon and planets,
and for calculating dates through historic periods in the Egyptian as well as the old and new style calendars."
From Cosmos to Chaos Sep 15 2021 Cosmology has undergone a revolution in recent years. The exciting interplay between
astronomy and fundamental physics has led to dramatic revelations, including the existence of the dark matter and the dark
energy that appear to dominate our cosmos. But these discoveries only reveal themselves through small effects in noisy
experimental data. Dealing with such observations requires the careful application of probability and statistics. But it is not only
in the arcane world of fundamental physics that probability theory plays such an important role. It has an impact in many aspects
of our everyday life, from the law courts to the lottery. Why then do so few people understand probability? And why do so few
people understand why it is so important for science? Why do so many people think that science is about absolute certainty
when, at its core, it is actually dominated by uncertainty? This book attempts to explain the basics of probability theory, and
illustrate their application across the entire spectrum of science.
The Fabric of the Cosmos Jul 01 2020 From Brian Greene, one of the world’s leading physicists and author of the Pulitzer Prize
finalist The Elegant Universe, comes a grand tour of the universe that makes us look at reality in a completely different way.
Space and time form the very fabric of the cosmos. Yet they remain among the most mysterious of concepts. Is space an entity?
Why does time have a direction? Could the universe exist without space and time? Can we travel to the past? Greene has set
himself a daunting task: to explain non-intuitive, mathematical concepts like String Theory, the Heisenberg Uncertainty
Principle, and Inflationary Cosmology with analogies drawn from common experience. From Newton’s unchanging realm in
which space and time are absolute, to Einstein’s fluid conception of spacetime, to quantum mechanics’ entangled arena where
vastly distant objects can instantaneously coordinate their behavior, Greene takes us all, regardless of our scientific
backgrounds, on an irresistible and revelatory journey to the new layers of reality that modern physics has discovered lying just
beneath the surface of our everyday world.
The Disordered Cosmos Feb 26 2020 From a star theoretical physicist, a journey into the world of particle physics and the
cosmos—and a call for a more liberatory practice of science. Winner of the 2021 Los Angeles Times Book Prize in Science &
Technology A Finalist for the 2022 PEN/E.O. Wilson Literary Science Writing Award A Smithsonian Magazine Best Science
Book of 2021 A Symmetry Magazine Top 10 Physics Book of 2021 An Entropy Magazine Best Nonfiction Book of 2020-2021
A Publishers Weekly Best Nonfiction Book of the Year A Kirkus Reviews Best Nonfiction Book of 2021 A Booklist Top 10
Sci-Tech Book of the Year In The Disordered Cosmos, Dr. Chanda Prescod-Weinstein shares her love for physics, from the
Standard Model of Particle Physics and what lies beyond it, to the physics of melanin in skin, to the latest theories of dark
matter—along with a perspective informed by history, politics, and the wisdom of Star Trek. One of the leading physicists of her
generation, Dr. Chanda Prescod-Weinstein is also one of fewer than one hundred Black American women to earn a PhD from a
department of physics. Her vision of the cosmos is vibrant, buoyantly nontraditional, and grounded in Black and queer feminist
lineages. Dr. Prescod-Weinstein urges us to recognize how science, like most fields, is rife with racism, misogyny, and other
forms of oppression. She lays out a bold new approach to science and society, beginning with the belief that we all have a
fundamental right to know and love the night sky. The Disordered Cosmos dreams into existence a world that allows everyone
to experience and understand the wonders of the universe.
Beautiful Cosmos Jul 21 2019 What are the musical sounds that people remember in the diaspora? What are the sounds they
create? Recognising the importance that people attach to musical performances, this book explores the significance of
widespread Caribbean genres in diaspora politics. Ramnarine uses ethnographic approaches to unravel creative processes of
memory, innovation and production and to interrogate geographies of musical canons, hybridity discourses and culture theory.
She challenges us to rethink diaspora as only being about displacement, to move beyond the limits of marginalisation and
otherness, and to imagine the possibilities of 'beautiful cosmos'. Asking "where is home in the diaspora?" this book presents
radical perspectives in the study of diaspora.
Cosmos: The Infographic Book of Space Apr 10 2021 In this truly mind-blowing book, we use cutting edge infographics to

illuminate - in a new and unique way - the most amazing places and objects that modern science has laid bare.
Darwin's Ghosts Jan 07 2021 A NEW YORK TIMES NOTABLE BOOK “[An] extraordinarily wide-ranging and engaging
book [about] the men who shaped the work of Charles Darwin . . . a book that enriches our understanding of how the struggle to
think new thoughts is shared across time and space and people.”—The Sunday Telegraph (London) Christmas, 1859. Just one
month after the publication of On the Origin of Species, Charles Darwin received an unsettling letter. He had expected criticism;
in fact, letters were arriving daily, most expressing outrage and accusations of heresy. But this letter was different. It accused
him of failing to acknowledge his predecessors, of taking credit for a theory that had already been discovered by others. Darwin
realized that he had made an error in omitting from Origin of Species any mention of his intellectual forebears. Yet when he
tried to trace all of the natural philosophers who had laid the groundwork for his theory, he found that history had already
forgotten many of them. Darwin’s Ghosts tells the story of the collective discovery of evolution, from Aristotle, walking the
shores of Lesbos with his pupils, to Al-Jahiz, an Arab writer in the first century, from Leonardo da Vinci, searching for fossils in
the mine shafts of the Tuscan hills, to Denis Diderot in Paris, exploring the origins of species while under the surveillance of the
secret police, and the brilliant naturalists of the Jardin de Plantes, finding evidence for evolutionary change in the natural history
collections stolen during the Napoleonic wars. Evolution was not discovered single-handedly, Rebecca Stott argues, contrary to
what has become standard lore, but is an idea that emerged over many centuries, advanced by daring individuals across the
globe who had the imagination to speculate on nature’s extraordinary ways, and who had the courage to articulate such
speculations at a time when to do so was often considered heresy. With each chapter focusing on an early evolutionary thinker,
Darwin’s Ghosts is a fascinating account of a diverse group of individuals who, despite the very real dangers of challenging a
system in which everything was presumed to have been created perfectly by God, felt compelled to understand where we came
from. Ultimately, Stott demonstrates, ideas—including evolution itself—evolve just as animals and plants do, by intermingling,
toppling weaker notions, and developing over stretches of time. Darwin’s Ghosts presents a groundbreaking new theory of an
idea that has changed our very understanding of who we are. Praise for Darwin’s Ghosts “Absorbing . . . Stott captures the
breathless excitement of an investigation on the cusp of the unknown. . . . A lively, original book.”—The New York Times
Book Review “Stott’s research is broad and unerring; her book is wonderful. . . . An exhilarating romp through 2,000 years of
fascinating scientific history.”—Nature “Stott brings Darwin himself to life. . . . [She] writes with a novelist’s flair. . . . Darwin
and the ‘ghosts’ so richly described in Ms. Stott’s enjoyable book are the descendants of Aristotle and Bacon and the ancestors
of today’s scientists.”—The Wall Street Journal “Riveting . . . Stott has done a wonderful job in showing just how many
extraordinary people had speculated on where we came from before the great theorist dispelled all doubts.”—The Guardian
(U.K.)
The Creator and the Cosmos Mar 09 2021 Few of us can venture outside on a clear, dark night and not pause for a silent,
reflective look at the stars. For countless centuries people have felt a sense of wonder about the heavens. How did our universe
come into being? Has it always been here? Is our existence due to random chance or supernatural design? Is God "out there"? If
so, what is He like? Traditionally, the church has answered such questions with Scripture, while science has contributed theories
and formulas of its own. Torn between a deep respect for church doctrines and an intellectual need for answers that support what
their senses are telling them, many Christians have avoided such discussions altogether. Actually, the two sides are no longer
that far apart. In The Creator and the Cosmos, astrophysicist Dr. Hugh Ross explains how recent scientific measurements of the
universe have clearly pointed to the existence of God. Whether you're looking for scientific support for your faith or new
reasons to believe, The Creator and the Cosmos will enable you to see the Creator for yourself.
The Passage to Cosmos Apr 29 2020 Explorer, scientist, writer, and humanist, Alexander von Humboldt was the most famous
intellectual of the age that began with Napoleon and ended with Darwin. With Cosmos, the book that crowned his career,
Humboldt offered to the world his vision of humans and nature as integrated halves of a single whole. In it, Humboldt espoused
the idea that, while the universe of nature exists apart from human purpose, its beauty and order, the very idea of the whole it
composes, are human achievements: cosmos comes into being in the dance of world and mind, subject and object, science and
poetry. Humboldt’s science laid the foundations for ecology and inspired the theories of his most important scientific disciple,
Charles Darwin. In the United States, his ideas shaped the work of Emerson, Thoreau, Poe, and Whitman. They helped spark the
American environmental movement through followers like John Muir and George Perkins Marsh. And they even bolstered
efforts to free the slaves and honor the rights of Indians. Laura Dassow Walls here traces Humboldt’s ideas for Cosmos to his
1799 journey to the Americas, where he first experienced the diversity of nature and of the world’s peoples—and envisioned a
new cosmopolitanism that would link ideas, disciplines, and nations into a global web of knowledge and cultures. In reclaiming
Humboldt’s transcultural and transdisciplinary project, Walls situates America in a lively and contested field of ideas, actions,
and interests, and reaches beyond to a new worldview that integrates the natural and social sciences, the arts, and the humanities.
To the end of his life, Humboldt called himself “half an American,” but ironically his legacy has largely faded in the United
States. The Passage to Cosmos will reintroduce this seminal thinker to a new audience and return America to its rightful place in
the story of his life, work, and enduring legacy.
Compact Cosmos Mar 21 2022 Packed with information on everything from Supernovae to Galaxy Clusters and Black Holes, as
well as all the latest theories about how it might have come into being, this is probably the densest, and certainly the greenest
book ever written on the Universe in the Universe. It is printed in sepia inks on recycled papers.
What is Reality? Dec 26 2019 Ervin Laszlo's tour de force, What is Reality?, is the product of a half-century of deep
contemplation and cutting-edge scholarship. Addressing many of the paradoxes that have confounded modern science over the
years, it offers nothing less than a new paradigm of reality, one in which the cosmos is a seamless whole, informed by a single,
coherent consciousness manifest in us all. Bringing together science, philosophy, and metaphysics, Laszlo takes aim at accepted
wisdom, such as the dichotomies of mind and body, spirit and matter, being and nonbeing, to show how we are all part of an

infinite cycle of existence unfolding in spacetime and beyond. Augmented by insightful commentary from a dozen scholars and
thinkers, along with a foreword by Deepak Chopra and an introduction by Stanislav Grof, What is Reality? offers a fresh and
liberating understanding of the meaning and purpose of existence.
My First Book of the Cosmos Sep 22 2019 My First Book of the Cosmos is the latest title from the awarding winning illustrator
and author duo Eduard Altarriba and Sheddad Kaid-Salah Ferrón. Cosmology is closely related to astronomy and studies the
origin and evolution of the universe. As with Eduard and Sheddad's first book published by Button Books My First Book of
Quantum Physics, My First Book of the Cosmos introduces children to what is an incredibly complex subject in a fun and
entertaining way, using highly attractive and absorbing illustrations to explain the basic principals and concepts of this complex
and fascinating subject.
Temple and Cosmos Oct 16 2021
Mind and Cosmos Sep 27 2022 The modern materialist approach to life has conspicuously failed to explain such central mindrelated features of our world as consciousness, intentionality, meaning, and value. This failure to account for something so
integral to nature as mind, argues philosopher Thomas Nagel, is a major problem, threatening to unravel the entire naturalistic
world picture, extending to biology, evolutionary theory, and cosmology. Since minds are features of biological systems that
have developed through evolution, the standard materialist version of evolutionary biology is fundamentally incomplete. And
the cosmological history that led to the origin of life and the coming into existence of the conditions for evolution cannot be a
merely materialist history, either. An adequate conception of nature would have to explain the appearance in the universe of
materially irreducible conscious minds, as such. Nagel's skepticism is not based on religious belief or on a belief in any definite
alternative. In Mind and Cosmos, he does suggest that if the materialist account is wrong, then principles of a different kind may
also be at work in the history of nature, principles of the growth of order that are in their logical form teleological rather than
mechanistic. In spite of the great achievements of the physical sciences, reductive materialism is a world view ripe for
displacement. Nagel shows that to recognize its limits is the first step in looking for alternatives, or at least in being open to their
possibility.
The Human Cosmos Jun 19 2019 For most of human history, we have had a close relationship with the stars. Once they shaped
our religious beliefs, power structures, scientific advances and even our biology. But over the last few centuries we have
separated ourselves from the universe that surrounds us. And it comes at a cost. The Human Cosmos is a tour of this history:
from the Hall of the Bulls in Lascaux to Tahitian sailors navigating by the stars; from medieval monks grappling with the nature
of time to Einstein realising that space and time are the same. It shows we need to rediscover the universe we inhabit, its effect
on our health, and its potential for inspiration and revelation.
Cosmos, Chaos, and the World to Come Oct 24 2019 All over the world people look forward to a perfect future, when the forces
of good will be finally victorious over the forces of evil. Once this was a radically new way of imagining the destiny of the
world and of mankind. How did it originate, and what kind of world-view preceded it? In this engrossing book, the author of the
classic work The Pursuit of the Millennium takes us on a journey of exploration, through the world-views of ancient Egypt,
Mesopotamia, and India, through the innovations of Iranian and Jewish prophets and sages, to the earliest Christian imaginings
of heaven on earth. Until around 1500 B.C., it was generally believed that once the world had been set in order by the gods, it
was in essence immutable. However, it was always a troubled world. By means of flood and drought, famine and plague, defeat
in war, and death itself, demonic forces threatened and impaired it. Various combat myths told how a divine warrior kept the
forces of chaos at bay and enabled the world to survive. Sometime between 1500 and 1200 B.C., the Iranian prophet Zoroaster
broke from that static yet anxious world-view, reinterpreting the Iranian version of the combat myth. For Zoroaster, the world
was moving, through incessant conflict, toward a conflictless state--"cosmos without chaos." The time would come when, in a
prodigious battle, the supreme god would utterly defeat the forces of chaos and their human allies and eliminate them forever,
and so bring an absolutely good world into being. Cohn reveals how this vision of the future was taken over by certain Jewish
groups, notably the Jesus sect, with incalculable consequences. Deeply informed yet highly readable, this magisterial book
illumines a major turning-point in the history of human consciousness. It will be mandatory reading for all who appreciated The
Pursuit of the Millennium.
Cosmos Dec 18 2021 We stand at the threshold of a revolutionary and empowering new vision of the world. The discoveries of
leading-edge science and the insights of spirituality are converging to reveal that the CosMos and all that we term reality is
wholly integrated, and that at its most fundamental level, it is a field of information. This is the elemental cosmic mind from
which everything emanates, is manifested, and to which all ultimately returns. Research is also demonstrating what the mystics
of all traditions have discerned: that we have the innate ability to envision, understand, and experience the CosMos at levels far
beyond the limitations of our human persona. CosMos is co-authored by two explorers who combine almost a century of
seeking to understand not only how the world is as it is, but why. Philosopher Ervin Laszlo, Ph. D., and healer and scientist Jude
Currivan, Ph. D., offer a revisioned view of the world that is no longer fragmented, but is at last, whole. Theirs is a perception of
a meaningful and co-creative world that is exquisitely tuned to be ''as simple as it can be'' for consciousness to explore itself. In
these momentous times, the vision shared in Cosmos invites us to open our hearts and minds to re-member who we really are
and to take our places as conscious co-creators of our realities and of our evolving cosmic destiny.
See You in the Cosmos Feb 20 2022 An astonishingly moving middle-grade debut about a space-obsessed boy's quest for family
and home. All eleven-year old Alex wants is to launch his iPod into space. With a series of audio recordings, he will show other
lifeforms out in the cosmos what life on Earth, his Earth, is really like. But for a boy with a long-dead dad, a troubled mum, and
a mostly-not-around brother, Alex struggles with the big questions. Where do I come from? Who's out there? And, above all,
How can I be brave? Determined to find the answers, Alex sets out on a remarkable road trip that will turn his whole world
upside down . . . For fans of Wonder and The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time, Jack Cheng's debut is full of joy,

optimism, determination, and unbelievable heart. To read the first page is to fall in love with Alex and his view of our big,
beautiful, complicated world. To read the last is to know he and his story will stay with you a long, long time.
Lost in the Cosmos May 23 2022 A distinguished novelist presents his observations on the cosmos, the self, the relationship
between them, and present and prospective events, circumstances, and developments affecting that relationship
Mind and Cosmos Oct 28 2022 The modern materialist approach to life has conspicuously failed to explain such central mindrelated features of our world as consciousness, intentionality, meaning, and value. This failure to account for something so
integral to nature as mind, argues philosopher Thomas Nagel, is a major problem, threatening to unravel the entire naturalistic
world picture, extending to biology, evolutionary theory, and cosmology. Since minds are features of biological systems that
have developed through evolution, the standard materialist version of evolutionary biology is fundamentally incomplete. And
the cosmological history that led to the origin of life and the coming into existence of the conditions for evolution cannot be a
merely materialist history, either. An adequate conception of nature would have to explain the appearance in the universe of
materially irreducible conscious minds, as such. Nagel's skepticism is not based on religious belief or on a belief in any definite
alternative. In Mind and Cosmos, he does suggest that if the materialist account is wrong, then principles of a different kind may
also be at work in the history of nature, principles of the growth of order that are in their logical form teleological rather than
mechanistic. In spite of the great achievements of the physical sciences, reductive materialism is a world view ripe for
displacement. Nagel shows that to recognize its limits is the first step in looking for alternatives, or at least in being open to their
possibility.
The Self-Actualizing Cosmos May 31 2020 An exploration of the current revolution in scientific thought and the newest
scientific findings in support of the Akashic field • Explains how the new Akasha paradigm recognizes the interconnection of all
things in space and time through the quantum resonance of the Akashic field • Reveals the cosmos to be a self-actualizing, selforganizing whole, bringing forth life and consciousness in countless universes • Explores the latest discoveries in the sciences of
life, mind, and cosmos Science evolves through alternating phases of “normal science” and radical shifts that create scientific
revolutions. We saw this at the turn of the 20th century, when science shifted from a Newtonian worldview to Einstein’s
relativity paradigm, and again with the shift to the quantum paradigm. Now, as we recognize the nonlocal interconnection of all
things in space and time, we find our scientific worldview shifting once again. With contributions by physicists Paul A.
LaViolette and Peter Jakubowski, pioneering systems scientist Ervin Laszlo explores the genesis of the current revolution in
scientific thought and the latest findings in support of the Akashic field. He explains how the burgeoning Akasha paradigm
returns our way of thinking to an integral consciousness, a nonlinear mode of understanding that enables us to accept the reality
of nonlocal interconnection throughout the world. This new inclusive way of understanding reaffirms the age-old instinctive
comprehension of deep connections among people, societies, and nature, and it integrates and transcends classical religious and
scientific paradigms. Providing examples from cutting-edge science of quantum-resonance-based interactions among all living
systems, Laszlo shows the cosmos of the Akasha to be a self-actualizing, self-organizing whole, where each part is in coherence
with all others and all parts together create the conditions for the emergence of life and consciousness. The advent of the Akasha
paradigm marks a new stage in science’s understanding of the fundamental nature of the world and offers unique guidance for
contemporary efforts to create a peaceful and sustainable world.
Life in the Cosmos Oct 04 2020 A rigorous and scientific analysis of the myriad possibilities of life beyond our planet. ÒAre we
alone in the universe?Ó This tantalizing question has captivated humanity over millennia, but seldom has it been approached
rigorously. Today the search for signatures of extraterrestrial life and intelligence has become a rapidly advancing scientific
endeavor. Missions to Mars, Europa, and Titan seek evidence of life. Laboratory experiments have made great strides in creating
synthetic life, deepening our understanding of conditions that give rise to living entities. And on the horizon are sophisticated
telescopes to detect and characterize exoplanets most likely to harbor life. Life in the Cosmos offers a thorough overview of the
burgeoning field of astrobiology, including the salient methods and paradigms involved in the search for extraterrestrial life and
intelligence. Manasvi Lingam and Abraham Loeb tackle three areas of interest in hunting for life Òout thereÓ: first, the
pathways by which life originates and evolves; second, planetary and stellar factors that affect the habitability of worlds, with an
eye on the biomarkers that may reveal the presence of microbial life; and finally, the detection of technological signals that
could be indicative of intelligence. Drawing on empirical data from observations and experiments, as well as the latest
theoretical and computational developments, the authors make a compelling scientific case for the search for life beyond what
we can currently see. Meticulous and comprehensive, Life in the Cosmos is a master class from top researchers in astrobiology,
suggesting that the answer to our age-old question is closer than ever before.
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